BIBLIOGRAPHY FORMATS (MLA 8, modified) (Rev. Oct. 2017)

**SIRS:** (On-line Database of Magazines, Newspapers and some Reference Books and Pamphlets)

Author’s last name, author’s first name. “Title of article in quotation marks.” *Name of original magazine, newspaper, etc.*, date published, page and section number (if available), *Name of Database*, URL.


**POINTS OF VIEW:** (Articles published by Database service from EBSCO)

Author’s last name, author’s first name. “Title of article in quotation marks.” *Name of publication*, date published, page and section number (if available), URL.


**ISSUES & CONTROVERSIES:** (Articles written and published by Infobase Database)

“Title of article in quotation marks.” *Database Name*, Database Publisher, date published, URL.


**WEBSITES**

Author last name, first name (if available). “Title of article or page.” *Title of website*. Name of Publisher, date published, URL.


**ON-LINE ENCYCLOPEDIA (Britannica)**

“Title of Article.” *Encyclopedia Site Title*. Publisher, date published, URL.


**PRINT ENCYCLOPEDIAS**

Author’s last name, first name, if available. “Title of Article in Quotes.” *Title of Encyclopedia*, volume number, Publisher, copyright, page number.


**PRINT MAGAZINES & NEWSPAPERS**

Author’s last name, author’s first name. “Title of article in quotation marks.” *Title of magazine* [include city of newspaper if not in title], date of publication, pages used and section number (for newspapers).


**PRINT BOOK with one author**

Author’s last name, author’s first name. *Title of book*. Publishing Company, copyright date.